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“What is it about power, that it has to be higher up than everyone else?

Can a man not be powerful on the ground floor?”

The First Law, Joe Abercrombie 



In real-estate economics:

The choice to locate on high floors is often attributed to ‘objective’ 
factors such as nicer view and reduced noise (e.g., Benson, Hansen, Schwartz, & 

Smersh, 1998).

In the present study we examine

The link between 

higher (vs. lower) floors and social power



Naïve theories of power

• Power : A person’s capacity to influence others’ outcomes 
(e.g., Keltner, Gruenfeld, & Anderson, 2003; Kifer, Heller, Perunovic, & Galinsky, 2013)

Power is the foundation of social hierarchies and coordinated social 
life. 

People have accessible beliefs about the characteristics and behaviors 
associated with power (Hall, Coats, & LeBeau, 2005) 

Thus, people readily detect power hierarchies and categorize others 
accordingly (Srivastava & Anderson, 2011; Zitek & Tiedens, 2012).



Verticality & Power 

Powerful
‘higher up’

Powerless
‘on the 
bottom 
rung’ 

(Lakoff & Johnson, 1980; Landau, Keefer, & Meier, 2010; Schubert, 2005 ; Giessner & Schubert, 2007 ) 

We often think about power using spatial metaphors ‘UP’ versus ‘DOWN’  



Hypotheses

The bi-directional link between power and floors:

Power 
perceptions

Inferences 
about floor 
preferences

Floor location
Inferences 

about power



Studies 1 & 2 : Does power signal floor location?

Power manipulation

Mr. L is 40 years old, married and has 2 children. L L works at a 
mid-sized company and earns $50K .

L is very powerful (weak) within the company. L 
holds a formal position that provides him with 
a great deal of (very little) control over valued 
resources in the company. Thus, L has (no) 
influence over others because of his great 
(limited) access to resources in the company. 

In his spare time, L likes to watch sports, hike, and read 
books.

DV : Floor location

On which floor Mr. L would

choose to live? (1-10; Study 1)

On which floor Mr. L works?            
(1-20; Study 2)

Power 
perceptions

Inferences about 
floor preferences



Results : Choice of floor
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Study 3 : Willingness to pay  

Power manipulation: As in Study 1 (between subjects)

DV:

“You must find an office for Mr. L.

How much would you be willing to pay to locate Mr. L on the 

2nd (on the 19th) floor?” (within-subject)

1 2          3          4            5             6             7           9              10 

(minimal price) (average price) (maximal price)

Power 
perceptions

Inferences about 
floor preferences



Results : Willingness to Pay 
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Floor manipulation

Mr. L lives (works) in a 20-floors 
building, on the:

• 18th floor (high floor condition)

• 10th floor (intermediate floor 
condition)

• 3rd floor (low floor condition).

DV: Power at work

Rate Mr. L’s :

• level of power

• ability to influence others

• professional rank

On a scale of 1 (very low) -7 (very high)

Studies 4 & 5: Does floor location signal power?

Floor location
Inferences 

about power
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Summary & Implications 

• High floors and power are linked.

• People expect powerful individuals to locate on higher floors.

• Low floors signal low power – Low floor location leads to inferences 
about lack of power . 

• High (vs. low) floor signaling high (vs. low) power

can affect:
• The pricing of high floors
• Perception of managers’ power
• Negotiation outcomes



Future directions

Studying the floor to power link with VR:

Does the experience of high (vs. low) floor location influences 
power perceptions?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dOZdEEWX2hk&t=38s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dOZdEEWX2hk&t=38s
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